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GALAXIS Central System Overview
•

GALAXIS is a full range Casino Management system covering all the areas of Casino business. GALAXIS provides a
modular and integrated solution to casino operators and enable them to reduce their costs by streamlining their
operations and also increase their revenues by driving further player gaming activity and loyalty.

•

GALAXIS is based on a long experience and huge knowledge of Casino operations and is adapted to Casinos of different
scales operating independently of as part of a group. GALAXIS has been deployed worldwide since more than 20 years
and continuously improve to match current and future operator’s expectations thanks to its modular architecture, state
of the art technology and solid rock foundations.

GALAXIS™ is packaged as 9 modules covering all areas of the operations vertically and
horizontally:
GALAXIS CONNECT – this floor platform connects online all kind of slots machines on the floor. It also comes with a high
resolution touch screen to interact with the players directly at the slot machine
GALAXIS SLOTS – provides full range features to manage all slots machines on the floor from complete accounting
procedures to advanced performance and status monitoring
GALAXIS TABLES – complete Table management solution providing both back office and front office features for all kind of
table games
GALAXIS MARKETING – it’s all about managing the players from the first time they enter the casino to create long term
relationship - this module gives the operator with all what he needs to attract new players and retain its key players
GALAXIS BONUSING – provides bonusing features to increase the player experience with a range of incentive and instant
rewards
GALAXIS JACKPOTS – includes the most advanced and largest range of jackpot features on the market, all simply managed
from a central application from a bank of machines to a WAP linking hundreds of casinos
GALAXIS CASHLESS – covers all kind of payments means adapted to all kind of operations from TITO to smart cards and
account based cashless and introducing new technology like NFC
GALAXIS CAGE & CREDITS – manages all financial transactions in the casino from back office to front office. It is fully
integrated with SLOTS, CAGE and CASHLESS modules
GALAXIS ANALYTICS – this transversal module consolidate the huge quantity of data gathered by all other modules and
helps to extract essential information to take the right business decisions
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GALAXIS CONNECT
CRYSTAL.net™ platform provide connectivity to all kind of slots machines thru most popular protocols used as industry
standards. GALAXIS CONNECT collects all data and events available from the various slots machines allowing full range and
accurate accounting but also operational monitoring and security management.

CRYSTAL.net™ is our powerful next generation network platform with player user interface on the slot machines.
It supports the wide range of GALAXIS modules for seamless casino
management across the casino floor.
CRYSTAL.net includes a high resolution 6,2” touch screen enabling
a larger range of player centric features which highly increase the
player experience:
 Advanced loyalty management
 Player promotions
 Instant rewards

 Multimedia advertisements
 Customizable display and menu options
 Player services & information kiosk
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CRYSTAL.net also provides as an option an RFID antenna which enable newest contactless technology like NFC for secure
payments.
The new touchscreen player interface delivers directed communications, marketing, and services to players at the slot
machine. CRYSTAL.net allows casinos the exibility to customise the display and menu options and add their own multimedia
animations, advertisements, and jackpot celebrations.
CRYSTAL.net hosts our innovative applications at the slot machine, including myBar, myInfo, myPromo, Live Messages, EGM
Reservation, and Language Selection support. It supports the wide range of GALAXIS MARKETING loyalty club features to
drive player loyalty programmes in your casino, and interfaces with loyalty club cards.
The robust hardware base also provides full support for our GALAXIS cashless modules qpon cash™ ticketing, cash wallet™
magnetic stripe card, and chip cash™ smart card cashless payment solutions.
BENEFITS
 Multimedia, touchscreen interface for interactive player communications, services, and advertising
 Supports customer promotions and loyalty programmes
 Integrates the back office with the slot floor through the GALAXIS modules
 Powerful processing performance
 Streamlines casino operations and drives real results
 Developed on robust hardware base
 Staff identification on RFID or card reader
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GALAXIS SLOTS
GALAXIS SLOTS™ is IGT´s advanced and powerful slot management system for fast and efficient slot accounting,
reporting, monitoring, and maintenance of the entire slot oor, with information relating to each individual slot
machine. GALAXIS SLOTS is suitable for casinos with any type of slot machine using standard industry protocols.
GALAXIS SLOTS is everything about casino slots management. The various applications included in this module are
designed according to the operational organization of casino slots departments and range from technical staff to
slots managers.
While delivering real-time access to high-quality slot oor data, real-time monitoring, and alerts, GALAXIS SLOTS
optimises your business processes, supports your slot managers with fast and e cient information, and ultimately
reduces costs, complexity, and redundancy. GALAXIS SLOTS provides flexible coverage of different international
slot accounting operations processes. It also complies with the main operational regulations worldwide. It covers
the largest collection of slot business procedures in the industry.
Features

 Slot accounting, hand-pays, and fill management
 Online meter collection on definable time periods
 Jackpots reconciliation
 Comprehensive reporting tools with more than 100 standard reports
 Real-time noti cation and veri cation of events and alarms
 Bill, coin, and ticket clearance management
 Full Slot Performance Analysis with business intelligence reporting to
optimise the floor, including multigame and multi-denomination EGMs
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Floor Messenger
Floor Messenger sends messages for events, such as slot machine tilts, door openings, hot player detection, and jackpot
amounts, to receiving devices. Devices such as PC workstations, mobile phones, and jackpot displays on websites can easily
be configured to receive messages from slots and tables.
Our extensive alarm and notification system increases customer service due to short reaction time to events, reduces costs
by limited machine downtime, and increases security by immediate staff notifcation.

Floor Master™
Made for slot managers, Floor Master is and exciting mobile app available on touch screen devices. It shows a map of the
floor on touch screen, showing the data in real time and on a daily basis – no matter if you are in the ofice or on the floor. Its
intuitive interface give the possibility to menagement and technicians to make fast decisions based on the machine data in
real time.
Managers can simply identify the areas which are played good or bad and check the maintenence with one touch on the
screen and increase the efficiency of the floor and revenue.
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GALAXIS SLOTS provides :
 Flexible slot machine configuration allowing both state of the art information and casino specific information
 Accurate online metering including multi-game and multi-denomination

 Automated workflows to streamline clearance and fills as well as technical maintenance operations on the floor
 Real-time monitoring of alarms and technical events and slots performance KPIs
 Management of hand pays including interfaces to self-service payment kiosks
 Interfaces to most popular cash counting devices
 Comprehensive reporting
 Audit trails
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GALAXIS TABLES
GALAXIS TABLES is IGT’s advanced table management system, providing a wide range of automated features that make daily
table game operations, including Black Jack, Roulette, Punto Banco, Poker, and others, easier to manage.

GALAXIS TABLES module provides comprehensive features for managing tables games in a casino. It comes with several
applications and specific hardware components like roulette optical readers, electronic chiptrays, table displays.
We offer tables management for casinos on over 2.000 tables around the world.
Casinos have a huge benefit from this module with the advance and complete system for table management.
It can be adapted to operators’ business procedures, and it is the quickest in the market for data input. This translates into
enormous time-savings for sta and enables a greater focus on operations, leading to signi cant cost savings for casino
operators.
It can also be integrated with GALAXIS CAGE & CREDIT, providing the tools for integrated lls/credits and table opening/
closing. When integrated with the GALAXIS MARKETING Player Solution, you can also bene t from player tracking to
accurately reward your table game players by calculating their handle, down to every single hand.
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The main features provided by GALAXIS TABLES includes:
 Tables accounting (opening, closing, staff shifts, float management, count room)
 Configurable workflows and flexible security schemes for all main transactions
 Player tracking and rating

 Tables statistics and dealer tracking providing additional security
 Cashless payments
 Automated transactions with GALAXIS CAGE module for fills and credits
 Comprehensive reporting
 Scalable solution including back office station, pit stations and dealer station
 High efficiency based on advance design GUI and touch screen
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Accesories:
Electronic Chip Trays
The Electronic Chip Tray is a key component for an advanced information system.
Used in combination with our management system, it gives a full real-time view of your table float and increases security
and efficiency.
We offer a complete range of trays, including single 8 rows and single 12 rows for card games, as well as a double 8 rows for
roulette tables.
Table Displays
DisplayMaster™ is a deluxe roulette display that shows game information and game history on its 22-inch TFT screen, runs
multi-media shows, and displays ticker messages.
A multi-table display can also be added at strategic locations within the casino to inform players at a glance about what is
happening on up to six different tables, with the ability to mix game types.
Poker CardGate™
Poker CardGate™ is a fully automated system for Texas Hold’em Poker tables for Limit, Pot Limit, and No Limit tables. It
maximises accuracy, increases productivity, and delivers compelling messages and information to poker table players. A new
Progressive Jackpots feature allows operators to provide the excitement of jackpots to the poker table for the first time.
The application shows the total pot amount (with support of side bets) and the player’s win and rake amount in real-time
using a simple and convenient display.
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GALAXIS MARKETING
GALAXIS MARKETING module provides comprehensive features to help casino marketing managers in attracting new players
and keeping key players thanks to advanced loyalty club features. Using GALAXIS MARKETING the casino can provide the
players with an enhanced experience which allow to differentiate from the competition.
With this system, you can launch customer loyalty programs and targeted marketing campaigns to recognise and reward
your most valued customers. It encompasses non-gaming activities throughout the casino including food & beverage, shops,
as well as general marketing programmes for the venue.

The GALAXIS MARKETING module interfaces with GALAXIS JACKPOTS and GALAXIS BONUSING to provide an array of
targeted rewards and incentives to promote an enhanced player experience throughout your casino.
The player experience starts right at the entrance of the casino with advanced reception management features and
continues throughout the floor with full player interaction and services offered directly at the slot machine. To increase
differentiation GALAXIS MARKETING also provides mobile applications so that staff members can access player essential
information anywhere anytime on the floor and gives a more personalized experience to the players.
Further, GALAXIS MARKETING extends casino marketing action range outside the casino by using new communication
channels to reach the players anywhere anytime with attractive promotions.
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RECEPTION AND PATRON MANAGEMENT
Player registration system
 Membership card creation and ID information scanning, including interfaces to third-party tools
Player Tracking
 Tracking with card, monitoring, live messages, hot player tracking detection
Player Management
 Collection of player data and preferences, barring management, raffles,
 comp management
JUNKET MANAGEMENT
 Rewards junket operators with a rebate on earning potential
 Slot and table play
 Monitor players’ gaming activity
LOYALTY CLUB MANAGEMENT
 Membership and reward management
 Bonus point redemption
 Interfaces to third party CRM, POS, and Casino
 Web Site
 myGuest™ app for iPhone or iPod
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CAMPAIGN AND REWARDS MANAGEMENT
 Attract player visits with targeted marketing campaigns
 Segment players by demographic, geographic, gaming, and loyalty criteria
 Sign-up rewards
myPromo™ incentive reward player promotions
BENEFITS
 Lowers the cost of campaigns (no direct mailing necessary)
 Reaches players wherever they are
 Convenient instant promotion redemption directly at
the slot
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myGuest™ is the essential tool to allow casino operators to deliver the appropriate level of personalised rewards, services
and player value recognition – all directly on the oor. Slot attendants and marketing users can access real-time and historical
player dana to develop one-to-one relationships and provide personalised rewards on the spot.
BENEFITS
Spend more time with your guests
Make personalised rewards
Promote player loyalty
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PLAYER SERVICES
Players can consult myInfo on the slot machine via the CRYSTAL.net player interface for all kinds of gaming information,
including jackpot history, slot machine winnings, and the latest promotions. Members can also consult their loyalty club
account. They get all the information they want without ever leaving the slot.
Players order food and beverages directly from the slot machine via the CRYSTAL.net player interface without interrupting
play.

myBar provides convenience and a high level of service to players, and boosts food and beverage revenues. A touchscreen
terminal placed at the bar allows sta to validate the orders and deliver them straight to the slot machine. Club members will
be pleased that they can also pay for drinks with their loyalty points.
EGM Reservation is a service that allows players to take a short break without giving up their favourite slot machine using
this featue on the player interface. Players’ needs are catered to whilst extending play.
Gift Shop is a comprehensive solution that maintains a reliable, easy-to-manage gift shop environment.
We also have a Player Kiosk environment to complete our range of player services.
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GALAXIS JACKPOTS
The JACKPOTS module of GALAXIS provides a central jackpot controller that do not require additional specific hardware but
the GALAXIS CONNECT platform. GALAXIS JACKPOTS allows to increase revenues thanks to the wide range of jackpots
templates from a regular progressive on a single bank of machine to wide area progressives or mysteries linking large
number of machines across hundreds of casinos.
The flexibility of the GALAXIS JACKPOTS allows to provide the right jackpot to the right players at the right time to optimize
your floor efficiency. In particular the operator can select among a large number of mysteries concepts based on time or
addressing specific player segments… and also choose among a large choice of payouts.
A major advantage of a centralized jackpot system as GALAXIS JACKPOTS is to provide a simple, consistent and efficient way
to create jackpots everywhere in the casino and to have a consistent way to monitor jackpots in real-time as well as
comprehensive reporting. Sustav se sastoji od pokretačkih uređaja za multimedijski prikaz, kao i širokog spektra gotovih
displej konstrukcija za naš MULTIMEDIA SIGNAGE sustav, koji se također može koristiti u cijelom casinu.

Our real-time jackpot solution provides management and operation of various jackpot types:
 Local area progressive jackpots
 Wide area progressive jackpots
 Local area mystery jackpots
 Wide area mystery jackpots
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With our Wide Area progressive (WAP) jackpot product in almost 20 jurisdictions, we are a leading company in solutions for
casino jackpots in the competition of greatest WAP providers in the world. That range of service and experience made a high
efficient WAP system ready for use which without a problem can connect to deifferent types of machines.
MYSTERY TEMPLATES
Casinos can reward players in a multitude of ways by combining multiple criteria including jackpot trigger thresholds,
scheduling, jackpot prize, participating player eligibility, and payout destination.

Our mystery bonusing templates offer outstanding revenue-building opportunities and tremendous value.
Prize FEVER
• Mystery Jackpot with fixed prize
• Money or prize
• Activation for specific period
Time FEVER
• Attract play during quiet business hours
• Mystery Jackpot activated during scheduled periods
• Jackpot can be paid directly to the EGM as cashable or promotional credits

Game FEVER
• All players eligible
• Mystery Jackpots based on games played instead of credits wagered
• Prize or xed cash value
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GALAXIS BONUSING
GALAXIS BONUSING comes with multiple options to rewards your player while creating excitement on the floor.
Together with MARKETING loyalty club concept bonusing is a key component to retain key players and provide them with an
enhanced gaming experience.
INSTANT REWARDS
Rub4Riches™ brings the thrill of instant reward scratchcards to the slot machine on the Crystal.NET™ player interface. This
new, customisable campaign tool allows casinos to reward both carded and uncarded players based on segmentation criteria
selected by the casino:
• Game activity
• Special events (e.g. anniversaries)
• Visit patterns
• Target segment
• Loyalty club status

• Time periods
• Speci ed slot machines
Casinos can create a campaign to boost the player loyalty club, encourage longer play, or provide a reward to loyal
customers. The scratch card design is customisable to use casino-specific images, and several campaigns can run at the same
time.
Winnings are converted to points and credits to bonus your players and boost loyalty.
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BONUSING TEMPLATES
TimeBomb FEVER allows the casino operator to guarantee jackpot hits within a speci ed time. Designed to boost low activity
periods in the casino, it’s like a ‘time bomb’ - the casino operator simply con gures the time period and the number of times
the jackpot will hit.
OnTarget FEVER reserves a jackpot for speci c player segments. It can also be programmed for a prede ned time.
Designed to boost the casino’s targeted player marketing programmes, it could target women for ‘Ladies‘ Night’, players who
have been members of the loyalty club for over one year or under six months, or any of the casino‘s selectable criteria.
PROMOTIONAL COUPONING
Deliver instant promotional coupons right at the slot machine by leveraging qpon cash™ with Promotional Couponing
software. You can integrate promotional coupons in your player marketing campaigns for draws, events and entertainment,
food and beverages, special o ers, or to promote the loyalty club to uncarded players while they play.
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GALAXIS CASHLESS
GALAXIS CASHLESS provides with a choice of virtual payment means based on paper tickets (TITO) or cards. It’s the
operator’s choice to choose the payment means that suits best its players. It is even possible to mix different means like
tickets and cards to adapt to different player targets (occasional and regular players) and operate them simultaneously on
the floor. Casinos are moving to cashless payment systems to provide maximum comfort and convenience to players, and to
streamline operations.
With GALAXIS™ MARKETING, our cashless payment solutions become a marketing tool, for player tracking and fund
transfers, as well as loyalty club bonus points rewards or non-redeemable credits.
IGT has the largest range of cashless solutions in the gaming market today.
cash wallet™ is a smarter, more cost-e ective cashless payment method that provides more flexibility and choice for
commercial casinos. It has all the security advantages of a smart card and offers the ultimate convenience for players and
operators while dramatically reducing costs. The player‘s money is securely stored in a database server, and accounts can be
created for both registered and anonymous players. Players simply insert their magnetic stripe card into the slot machine
and use a secure PIN.
With cash wallet, should the player lose his card, he doesn‘t lose his cash!
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qpon cash™ is our Ticket-In, Ticket-Out solution for issuing and redeeming tickets with the definition of ticket value and
expiry dates, and includes reporting. By offering both system validation and secure enhanced validation methods, qpon cash
helps operators run their operations with greater flexibility.
chip cash™ uses smart card technology to provide sophisticated payment, promotional, and bonusing capabilities to players.
Registration is immediate and money can be easily loaded on the personalised chip cash card. Players can also optionally
receive a personalised PIN and use either cashable or promotional money from the card.Naši mobilni chip cash terminali
omogućuju casino osoblju da odrade transakcije na igračevim čip karticama bilo gdje u casinu.
ecash Cash Redemption Terminal has all the options you need to offer, money benefits to players at your floor.
It is a note breaker, provides currency exchange services, and can be used with tickets, magnetic stripe and chip cash cards.
The ecash terminal helps reduce standard workload, improves security, and is convenient for players.
ecash is provided with Remote Monitoring Software (RMS) to monitor cash levels live on the casino floor. The system can
automatically alert casino service staff in the event that a warning status appears on the RMS, thus reducing downtime.
To enhance the player experience chip cash and cash wallet can operate multi-site and allow the player to play with the
same account/wallet across multiple casinos of the same group.
All GALAXIS CASHLESS solutions are fully integrated with the other GAALXIS modules like SLOTS, CAGE & CREDITS, TABLES.
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GALAXIS CAGE & CREDITS
GALAXIS CAGE & CREDIT is a complete vault, front cage, and credit management tool. This proven and flexible module
means your payment system is ready to quickly adapt to evolving technology and new payment methods. GALAXIS CAGE &
CREDIT is a process-oriented solution that has the flexibility to support any casino operation, yet maintain the important,
inherent security principles that a cashier solution requires.
Most importantly, it provides comprehensive risk management. GALAXIS CAGE & CREDIT supports internal casino
transactions, such as reconciling revenue with slot machines and tables, as well as client activity, like smart card and cash
transactions. Operators have the ability to consolidate nancial revenues between the cage, credits, slots, and tables.

Increase productivity and performance, quickly access key information, improve the quality of nancial information, and
realise the bene ts of this front cage module.
BENEFITS
• Consolidated financial revenues in real time
• Dedicated front- and back-office operations

• Multi-cashiering locations and satellites
• Possible integration with slots, players, tables, and cashless solutions
• Integrated player credit management
• Powerful staff and access control management
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GALAXIS CAGE & CREDITS provides features to manage all financial transactions within the casino. It breaks down into 3
main applications:
 FrontCage – based on touch screen GUI to increase cashier efficiency this front office application manage all kind of
transactions with the players as well as fills, credits and handpay operations together with the TABLES and SLOTS
modules
 BackOfficeCage – is a back office application consolidating all cages and allowing for a central management of cash in the
casino and comprehensive reporting

 CreditManagement – is a back office application designed to manage players credits
GALAXIS CAGE & CREDITS applications provide:
 Complete cage, vault and credit management solution
 Extremely flexible configuration of transactions and tender types
 Manage all payments transactions and money transfers
 Manage all types of money tenders (coins, bills, tickets, electronic money; foreign currencies, vouchers, winner checks,
credit cards)
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GALAXIS ANALYTICS
GALAXIS ANALYTICS includes a range of features designed for business intelligence.
While the other modules focus on vertical business areas and operational activities, GALAXIS ANALYTICS brings different
level of tools that helps the operator to leverage the high volume of data collected by other modules and bring them into a
view which is providing high value insights to help operators in their business decisions.
GALAXIS ANALYTICS is based on state of the art and proven business intelligence technology such as Business Objects from
SAP which provides OLAP capabilities.
Being transversal across business areas, GALAXIS ANALYTICS also provide for consolidated analytical reports at group levels
for casinos operating multiple locations.
In its latest evolution, GALAXIS ANALYTICS interface edge data visualization tools such as GameViz from BIS2. That’s the
ultimate combination to leverage the value of the information accumulated into GALAXIS Datamart.
gameViz™ is a powerful, easy-to-use gaming industry suite of products to help casino operators optimise their gaming
operations and drive additional revenue and pro ts from their casino oors and customer base.
Provided in partnership with BIS2, gameViz presents data in highly-advanced “Super Graphics” to enable operators to really
understand what is going on in their business and what they can do in practical ways to directly improve revenue and pro t.
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With gameViz, slot managers have the ability to:
 Quickly identify underperforming machines so they can take action to recon gure the gaming oor.
 Build a picture of how much players are spending on games so management can directly improve pro t.
 See immediate ROI from new machines and machine moves.

 See how location on the oor a ects slot performance.
With gameViz, marketing managers have the ability to:
 See where speci c groups of customers are playing on the gaming oor.
 Pull mailing lists from casino oor maps by directly clicking on a machine or a group of machines and getting a list of
players who have played on those machines.
 Pull a list of players from a certain game type or selection of machines and see where else they play on the gaming oor.
 Analyse promotions according to where customers are redeeming their o ers on the oor, and identify any patterns in pro
tability.
 Create “mini-casinos” within areas of the casino and market to players in each group separately.
 See which multi-games players prefer.
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Gaming floor optimization
floorViz™ makes you rapidly undestand your floor with only one interactive and simple picture.
Check the efficiency of slots and quickly find and analyze machines playing good or bad.
Advanced Gaming Floor Optimisation with Customer Analytics
floorVizPLUS helps you maximise revenue and yield by better managing customer trips. Easily see who is playing, how much
they spend, and how often they visit.
Understand players’ true game preferences and the impact of a game change in a multi-game environment.
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Revenue & Customer Analytics
aimViz enables you to understand the revenue and behaviour of your customers in one single picture. See and understand
player behaviour, customer segments, and the ROI on your marketing investment.
The right tool for gaming floor optimization.
Advanced Table Game Analysis
tableVizPLUS enables you to rapidly understand your table games‘ performance. See how much your table game players are
spending on particular table games in response to promotional offers so you can directly improve profit.
Find out how to increase profit and revenue.
Slot Performance Analysis
Included in the GALAXIS ANALYTICS solution, Slot Performance Analysis (SPA) is business intelligence reporting for the slot
oor, including multigame and multi-denomination machines.
It includes:
 Profitability performance reports
 Popularity performance reports
 Slot occupancy reports
 Game activity report
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Multi-Site Analytics
This multi-site replication feature provides users with a consolidated view of operations in all the gaming sites from a central
point, such as the casino HQ. Business Objects technology creates reports showing revenues and performance for each
venue as well as consolidated reports for the group.
Dashboards
Dashboards provide business intelligence in a nutshell for busy managers. The dashboards give a concise and interactive
summary of business knowledge through a packaged set of key performance indicators. Accessible from any web browser
and intuitive to use, the user can input values (such as date range, type of indicator required, and player level) to lter the
Dashboards and display the information required.
GALALXIS ANALYTICS comes as a scalable offer ranging simple tools to most advanced ones:
 Dashboards
 Slots performance analysis with advanced filtering and drill down capabilities
 Business objects universes allowing for OLAP reporting
 GameViz – advanced data visualization from Bis2
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